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HOMEWORK 
UNDERSTANDING HEALTHY HEART CHANGE 

Fighting Your Idols Exercise 

 
FIGHTING YOUR CORE IDOLS WITH THE GOSPEL   
*Adapted from Gospel Transformation by World Harvest Mission and Tim Keller’s Galatians Study 

**To be used in companion with the Identifying Your Idols Exercise 
All of the idols that we pursue are false saviors promoting false gospels. Every one of them—approval, 

control, reputation, success, security, pleasure, knowledge, recognition, respect—is something we already have in 
Jesus because of the Gospel! But when we are not living in light of the Gospel, we turn to these idols to give us 
what only Jesus can truly give us.  Read the following quotes that describe how we can fight these core idols. 

 

“It is seldom that any of our bad habits or flaws are made to disappear by a mere process of natural extinction. At 
least, it is very seldom that this is done through the instrumentality of reasoning…or by the mere force of mental 
determination.  But what cannot be thus destroyed may be dispossessed—and one taste may be made to give way to 
another, and to lose its power entirely as the reigning affection of the mind… The heart’s…desire for having some object or 
other, this is unconquerable… The only way to dispossess the heart of an old affection is by the expulsive power of a new 
one… It is…when admitted into the number of God’s children, through the faith that is in Jesus Christ, that the spirit of 
adoption is poured upon us—it is then that the heart, brought under the mastery of one great and predominant affection, is 
delivered from the tyranny of its former desires, and is the only way in which deliverance is possible.”    

 –Thomas Chalmers, The Expulsive Power of a New Affection 
 

“To replace idols, you must learn to rejoice in the particular thing Jesus provides that replaces that particular idol of 
your heart. Whenever you see your heart in the grip of some kind of disobedience or misery, some temptation, anxiety, 
anger, etc., always ask,  

1) How are these effects being caused by an inordinate hope for someone or something to give me what only Jesus 
can really give me?  

2) How does Christ give me so much more fully and graciously and suitably the very things I am looking for 
elsewhere? 

Next, rejoice and consider what He has done and what He has given you.”  –Tim Keller 
 

Write down your “functional” masters – control, approval, comfort or power:  ___________________________ 
Q:  How has this core idol failed you as your master? 

 
 
Q:  How is this core idol offensive to God? 

 
 

Q:  How does Jesus give you so much more of the very things you are looking for in this Core Idol?  (IE what do 
you need to believe about the Gospel.) 

 
 

Q:  What is 1 promise from God’s Word you can use to fight this lie (core idol)? 

 
“The difference between trusting idols and trusting Jesus is like the difference between drinking seawater and drinking fresh water.  

Two things happen when you drink seawater: you get even thirstier, and you start to go crazy.  Idolatry is like drinking seawater.  Your 
view of reality becomes warped.  Something that seemed so wrong in the past is now acceptable.  Worse still, it only leaves you 

wanting; the more you drink, the thirstier you become.  A false god is just that – false.  It can only lie.  It promises life, but instead 
brings death (1 Samuel 12:20-21; Jonah 2:8).  Only the living Lord can bless and fill us with life.  Only Jesus is living water – fresh water 

that quenches our thirst.” 
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DAILY GOSPEL-DRIVEN REPENTANCE 
Ephesians 4:20-24 - 20 But that is not the way you learned Christ!—  21  assuming that you have heard about him and 

were taught in him, as the truth is in Jesus,  22  to put off your old self, which belongs to your former manner of life and is 
corrupt through deceitful desires,  23  and to be renewed in the spirit of your minds,  24  and to put on the new self, created 
after the likeness of God in true righteousness and holiness. 
 
Putting off the old self 
Getting to the Heart of your Sin – Repenting of the sin beneath the sin     

In Mark 7:20-23 Jesus explains that sin originates in our hearts and thus it is in the heart where the 
medicine of the Gospel has to be applied.  To do this we must learn to trace the common sins we see to the root 
in the heart.  The picture below illustrates what is happening when we sin.  We have to learn to trace our sin 
backwards to the heart.  If we want to “put off” sin (repent) as we are commanded in Ephesians 4:22, we have to 
learn to look at the sin beneath the sin and to look at our negative emotions and what they might reveal about our 

hearts.    
The sin we often see in our lives 

is fruit of a deeper problem.  In this 
diagram the surface sins find their 
strength in a core idol (oftentimes 
control, power, approval or comfort).  
These core idols are what we after and 
display themselves in the different 
surface sins that we struggle with.  The 
root of pride and unbelief in our hearts is 
why we run after these idols for 
something only our King and Father can 
give us.  Certainly we are influenced by 
relationships and circumstances but our 
behavior ultimately comes out of our 
hearts.    

If you only try to pluck the fruit of 
sin (the surface sin) off, nothing really 
changes.  We must uncover what drives 
our sin and address the unbelief with the 
Word of God.  We can only do this by 
the power of the Holy Spirit through the 
Gospel.  The end goal is not merely to 
understand our sin struggles but to fight 
to believe.  We must not get so 
preoccupied with digging into our hearts 
that we forget the call is to holiness not 
merely understanding our hearts.  
Oftentimes it is easier to analyze than to 
fight.  We continually have to run to the 
truth of who God is and what He has 
promised for us in the Gospel as salve to 
our souls, to cleanse us, give rest to our 
weary bodies, and as antibiotics to kill 
the infection at the root. 
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Putting on the new self 
Believing the Truths that 
Empower Transformation    

Not only must we “put 
off” the old self by repenting of 
the sin beneath the sin but we 
must also “put on” the new self 
by believing the truths that 
empower transformation from the 
inside out.  The illustration to the 
right takes the same metaphor of 
a tree and shows us how 
repentance leads to 
transformation.  We must belief 
truths about who God is, what He 
has done for us and who we are 
now because of that.  These are 
what the roots of our heart are 
nourished by.  The Holy Spirit 
begins to use these truths to 
transform us from the inside out 
producing the fruit of the Spirit 
(Galatians 5:22-25). 
 
"When Paul says to put to death the 
deeds of the body ‘by the Spirit’ 
(Romans 8:13), I take him to mean 
that we should use the one weapon in 
the Spirit’s armor that is used to kill. 
Namely, the sword. Which is the word 
of God (Ephesians 6:17). So when the 
body is about to be led into a sinful 
action by some fear or craving, we are 
to take the sword of the Spirit and kill 
that fear and that craving. In my 
experience that means mainly severing the root of sin’s promise by the power of a superior promise." - John Piper 
 
Applying the Medicine of the Gospel to your common Sin Patterns - Daily Gospel-driven Repentance  

The exercise on the following page is designed to help aid you in your battle.  However, what is clear on 
paper will not be so clear tomorrow when the temptation hits.  The plan may be clear right now but the fog of war 
sets in when the bullets start flying. The war with sin can be confusing.  This sets up a critical need for brothers and 
sisters in Christ to know these things about you and to speak truth to when you find yourself in the fog of war.  
This battle is not meant to be fought in a vacuum alone.  Dietrich Bonheoffer comments, "Sin demands to have a 
man by himself.  It withdraws him from the community.  The more isolated a person is, the more destructive will be 
the power of sin over him, and the more deeply he becomes involved in it, the more disastrous is his isolation.  Sin 
wants to remain unknown.  In confession the light of the Gospel breaks into the darkness and seclusion of the 
heart." So share this with someone!  On the next page complete the exercise on how to use the Gospel as 
medicine. 
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